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Tonya Cornett is about to celebrate 
her eighth anniversary as the Bend 
Brewing Company’s brewmaster. 
She’s also the sole creative force 
behind the Oregon brewpub’s 
ever-evolving portfolio of beers. 
And, judging by the medals on the 
wall, that’s working out just fine. 
The 2008 World Beer Cup “Small 
Brewpub of the Year” works her 
seven-barrel system to capacity, and 
she wouldn’t have it any other way. 

1Find your calling, then go all in
Good beer first found Cornett more than a decade 

ago, when the Indiana native was living in Fort Col-
lins, Colo. “I had never been a really big beer drinker,” 
she says, and although New Belgium and Odell hadn’t 
exploded in popularity, “the buzz around them was 
huge. For the first time, I found some styles that I really 
liked.” She got a nonbrewing job in a small production 
facility to get closer to the process (“I watched a lot and 
I asked a lot of questions”), volunteered in a small brew-
pub for hands-on experience and parlayed that into a 
job brewing back in Indiana. After three years, Cornett 
decided she didn’t want to be an assistant brewer any-
more. She quit, enrolled at Siebel Institute of Technol-
ogy, and almost immediately afterward, landed at Bend. 

2Opportunity comes to those who eavesdrop
Why Bend? A friend of Cornett’s happened to 

overhear a conversation about how the pub’s brewer 
was leaving, and immediately volunteered Cornett for 
the job. “He said he knew someone who’d just come 
back from Germany who was a brewmaster, would the 
owner be interested?” The owner was. Cornett sent out 
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9 steps to beerdom By Paul McMorrow
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